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Verdi’s Six-Fours and la parola scenica1 
 
[Verdi’s operas exhibit] dramatic conceptions [...] where the “parola scenica” and 
Verdi’s musical gestures tend [...] to simplify the psychology of the characters, and 
the dynamics of their conflicts. [...] It is not possible [in these operas] to establish a 
hierarchy of functions among music, action and content. 
      Luciano Berio2 
 
 Six-four chords are problematic.  As David Beach has written, “On the surface, the 
characteristics of the six-four chord appear to be relatively simple and even, at times, 
insignificant compared with those of other phenomena in tonal music. Yet this apparent 
simplicity has proved most deceptive in the past, as witnessed by the differences of opinion 
expressed concerning its functions.” (Beach 1967, 2) Wayne Petty adds, “Six-fours are really 
an issue in all forms of tonal analysis.  The topic is quite vast.” (Petty 2013)   
 There is, of course, the question of whether six-fours are consonant or dissonant. 
Rameau says consonant, Heinichen finds them dissonant and Riemann concludes they are 
dissonant under the cloak of consonance.  (Most of these discussions hinge on the nature of 
																																																								
1 We would like to acknowledge the contributions of all anonymous readers of the previous 
versions of this article. 
2 Berio 1982, 100. [concezioni melodrammatiche [...] dove la ‘parola scenica’ e i gesti musicali 
di Verdi tendono [...] a semplificare la psicologia dei personaggi e la dinamica dei loro 
conflitti. [...] non è possibile stabilire una gerarchia di funzioni tra musica, azione e 
contenuto.] 
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the interval of the perfect fourth interval.3) But, beyond this age-old dispute, six-fours—
especially cadential six-fours--also have the unusual and puzzling characteristic of being both 
arrival points and dissonant, such as before concerto cadenzas. These six-fours draw 
attention to themselves, but as moments of instability and expectation, not as stable entities.  
 The beast has been tamed somewhat, however, and normative types have been 
generally established that embrace some of the chord’s various functions.  For example, 
Beach identifies the following categories:  cadential, auxiliary, passing, arpeggiation 
(consonant). (Beach 1967, 13-18) But for the analyst of operatic repertoire, the problem is 
even more complex because, although opera (as well as instrumental music) abounds with 
well-behaved six-fours, the narrative pull of the drama (both action and text) can cause six-
fours to appear that do not fit these normative functions.  In an opera, a six-four may have 
either an illustrative/mimetic function, it may serve the musical structure, or that particular 
musical structure of which the six-four is part may have been selected by the composer for 
illustrative reasons.4 
 Verdi’s operas display a multitude of non-normative six-fours. One complex example 
occurs in Philippe’s “Col sangue” [With blood] from Don Carlos (the 1872 Naples version).  
Here, the harmony moves from a tonic six-four (A major) to VI six-four (F# major) to a II 
																																																								
3 Beach 1967, 13-18, gives a summary of the historical views of the six-four as consonant or 
dissonant.  Briefly, Rameau sees it as a consonant triadic inversion, until the Code de musique 
pratique; Heinichen and Mattheson view it as dissonant because the fourth as dissonant; 
Albrechtsberger believes that the fourth is either consonant or dissonant depending on 
function within chord; Kirnberger see the six-four as either consonant or dissonant 
depending upon whether it is an essential or non-essential dissonance; Fétis votes for 
consonant; and Schenker treats the cadential six-four as a suspension on scale degree 5, and 
therefore dissonant. Further there is a long history of dispute over the nature of the perfect 
fourth, epitomized by the diatribe between followers of Leo and those of Durante. 
4 For more about illustrative vs. organizational functions in opera analysis, see Deborah 
Burton 2004 and Burton 1996. 
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six-four (B major); then, after a chromatic passage leading to the parallel mode of A minor, 
there is a surprising move to a strong cadential motion in C major (evaded).5 [Example 1] 
 
[Example 1, Don Carlos, 263/1/2-264/2/1 [Edizione integrale, 1872 Naples five-act version]6  
 
 How can the analyst make sense of this passage? The chords’ non-resolutions and 
motions to remote key areas summon up Kopp’s common-tone tonality (Kopp 2006) and it 
is certainly possible to describe these transformational operations using standard neo-
Riemannian nomenclature, parallel (P) relative (R), leading-tone (L) and dominant (D):7 
 
 A to F#: one common tone (C#) = R+P 
 F# to B: one common tone  (F#) = D 
 Am to C: two common tones (E, C) = R 
 
 The question for the analyst of opera, however, is not only what occurs musically, 
but why it does. In other words, is there a dramatic function being served by this ambiguous 
mix of harmonic and intervallic instability? This is likely, because in Verdi—as the quotation 
above from Berio indicates—the exigencies of drama and music have equal pull, and 
																																																								
5 In bars 5 and 6 of  Example 1 the two six-four chords are being altered into 6/4/3 chords 
by voice leading motions, most notably in the second case. However, I argue that the six-
four sonority is prominent in both instances. This passage was composed by Verdi for the 
1872 Italian five-act version of Don Carlo at the Teatro San Carlo of Naples, and was 
included by Ricordi in all piano scores published before the four-act version at Milan (1882-
83).  The passage is taken from Günther 1974, hereafter “Edizione integrale.” 
6 Score locations are indicated by page/system/bars.  The editions are the standard Ricordi 
piano-vocal scores (indicated by edition number), except for Don Carlo where the Edizione 
integrale is used. 
7 For an overview of Neo-Riemannian analytic techniques, see Cohn 1998 and Gollin 2011. 
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sometimes coincide in dramatic-musical moments.8 
 In this article, we discuss four types of non-normative six-fours in Verdi, each with 
individual characteristics:  the arrival, wonder, evasion, and dissolving.  Of these terms, only 
the “wonder” six-four is newly minted. But, even as we individuate these types, we note that 
they are all similar in one regard: these non-normative six-fours are linked to a crucial 
dramatic statement that Verdi termed la parola scenica. (Since many terms, such as this one, are 
related to the analysis of Italian opera, they may be unfamiliar to the reader, so we have 
included a glossary at the end of this article.) 
 Translated literally as “the dramatic word,” la parola scenica was described by Verdi in 
a letter to his librettist Antonio Ghislanzoni:   
[by] saying la parola scenica [...] I mean the expression that sculpts and the situation, 
making it clear and evident. For example, the lines ‘Fix your eyes upon my face/ And 
lie again if you dare: / Radames lives...’ are less theatrical than these words (ugly, 
though they may be): “With one word / I will force out your secret / Look at me, I 
fooled you / Radames lives.9  
Further, Fabrizio Della Seta links the word with its musical setting, writing that the parola 
																																																								
8 The various systems in opera (text, music, drama, visuals) may or may not work in tandem. 
What is termed “multivalent opera analysis” describes the interaction of text and musical 
forms.  As Webster writes, this approach “holds that the various ‘domains’ of an opera […] 
are not necessarily congruent and may even be incompatible.”  See James Webster, 
“Mozart’s operas and the myth of musical unity,” Cambridge Opera Journal, 2 (2): 197–218, and 
Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker, “Introduction: On Analyzing Opera,” in Analyzing Opera: 
Verdi and Wagner (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989). 
9 [Dicendo parola scenica [...] intendo dire la parola che scolpisce e rende netta ed evidente la 
situazione. Per esempio i versi: “In volto gli occhi affisami / E mente ancor se l’osi:  
Radames vive...”; Cio è meno teatrale delle parole (brutte, se vuole):  “con una parola / 
strapperò il tuo segreto, / Guardami, t’ho ingannata: / Radames vive.”] Antonio Ghislanzoni 
(25 November 1824 – 16 July 1893) was, in addition to being Verdi’s librettist for Aida and 
La forza del destino, a journalist, novelist and poet. 
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scenica is “a peak of intensity, a concise signal made of few words (or notes) that clarifies the 
dramatic context, and in particular marks a crucial turning point, a critical moment in the 
action.” (Della Seta 1994, 260)   
In the quote above, in which Verdi defines la parola scenica, the example he gives also 
contains a six-four, in Aida’s second-act duet between Amneris and Aida. Discussed in more 
detail below, a six-four occurs at the crucial moment when Aida cries, “Vive!” [lives!], which 
instigates a dramatic reversal. The six-four’s mix of harmonic expectation and instability 
matches the dramatic situation in those very qualities. And, in alignment with Berio’s 
observations, it clarifies the dynamics of the characters’ conflict. [Example 2] 
 
[Example 2:  Verdi, Aida, Act II Duet Amneris-Aida, 95/3/1-96/2/3 (42602)] 
 
 Verdi’s fondness for unconventional six-four chords is well known and has received 
considerable attention from several scholars. At the 1966 Verdi Conference, Marcello Conati 
pointed out that the first mention of a conspicuous (non-normative) six-four in a Verdi 
opera appeared as early as 1840 in an anonymous review of Oberto (Verdi’s first opera), 
published in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung. (Conati 1969, 86) At the same conference, 
Massimo Bruni discussed Verdi’s dramatic usage of major six-four chords in moments of 
“disclosure” of an unsuspected truth. Bruni sorted Verdi’s six-fours into two types: the first 
belonging to normal cadential progressions, and the second syntactically unrelated to its 
tonal context. To Bruni, only the second type embodies a specific dramatic role: its effect 
depends on its “absolute” (or, syntactically independent) nature. (Bruni 1969, 36-39) Further, 
in his monumental account of Verdi’s operas, Julian Budden points out a great number of 
non-normative six-fours, comments on their usage and dramatic function, and even coins a 
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name for them: “Verdian six-fours.”  Budden describes the phenomenon thus: 
 
[The six-four] is traditionally the chord of expectancy, and as such regularly 
introduces the main cadenza in a concerto. At all events second inversions, often 
unprepared and often sited in a remote key, come to play an increasing part in the 
transformation of Verdi’s style and language. (Budden 1978, 38-39)10 
 
In order to build on these earlier investigations, and to understand more fully the panoply of 
Verdi’s use of these chords, let us now examine the four various species of “Verdian” six-
fours that we propose. 
The Four Types 
 
1. Arrival (6/4Ar) 
 
 Verdi is not alone in his use of the “arrival six-four”:  Robert Hatten points out the 
effect of a major six-four in the third movement of the Hammerklavier sonata, Op. 106, as “a 
vision of grace in the midst of a tragic grief” and christens this family of chords “arrival six-
fours.” (Hatten 1994, 16) His definition of “arrival six-four” runs as follows:  
Expressively focal cadential six-four serving as resolution of thematic or tonal 
instabilities, often with a Picardy-third effect. Need not resolve to V; its rhetorical 
																																																								
10 Budden also includes the 6/4/3 in his discussion, which is much less common and which, 
as a seventh chord inversion strictly pointing to a specific resolution, is much less 
ambiguous. 
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function may displace its syntactic function, at least locally. (Hatten 1994, 16)11 
In addition to focusing on the cadential six-four, however, Hatten’s comment that the arrival 
six-four “need not” resolve to V leaves open the possibility that it can indeed resolve 
normatively. So what then distinguishes this type from normative six-fours?  
 Traditionally, arrival six-fours appear as the culmination of what has been called the 
“groundswell” by opera analysts.12 The groundswell is the climax of a “pezzo concertato,” 
shaped as a steady climb to reach that point.  Dynamics increase (usually with added voices) 
until the final progression leads to a climax. At the height of the groundswell is this powerful 
six-four chord, whose arrival is reinforced by many contextual parameters including 
dynamics, tempo, and instrumentation (percussion is also usually sounded at this moment.).  
Immediately after, the sonority dwindles, and often the resolution of the cadential six-four 
(to V) arrives. An example of this traditional form is the sextet “Chi mi frena in tal 
momento” [Who holds me back in such a moment] from the Act II finale of Donizetti’s 
Lucia di Lamermoor,  [Example 3] 
 
[Example 3: Donizetti, Lucia di Lamermoor, Act II sextet, 138/1/1-141/1/2 (41689)] 
 
 A sense of “build-up” is common to all arrival six-fours, as Michael Klein describes: 
 
The arrival six-four is coded with signs for virtuosity, transcendence, salvation, or, 
when the chord is in the minor mode, darkness and tragedy. These arrivals are 
																																																								
11 Apparently, Verdi used only major “arrival” six-fours, but in other authors these chords 
are found also in minor mode, where they tend to become signs of darkness and tragedy. 
For discussion of “tragic” six-fours see Klein (2005), 72-75.  
12 See, for example, Kerman and Grey 1989, 153-179. 
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grandiose events, underlined by extremes in dynamics, scoring, and register. 
Trumpets sound, choirs sing, and the heavens open up before us, or the netherworld 
reveals its engulfing darkness. As the six-four arrives, the piled-up dissonances 
resolve in a flash [...] Opposition between the six-four chord and surrounding 
material is crucial to the emotional impact of these passages. (Klein 2005, 72)  
  
As Klein notes, this type of six-four is an “arrival” because it arrives after something 
different and unstable—Klein’s “piled-up dissonances.” For the unstable material leading to 
the arrival six-four, we will use the term dark passage: its presence is an indispensable feature 
of arrival six-fours.  Example 4, from the duet between Philippe and Posa in Verdi’s Don 
Carlos (Act II of the five-act versions) shows a dark passage followed by two differing 
versions of the next section. Even though the two versions presented below lead to different 
tonal goals (the first to Eb major, the second to Bb major), they follow exactly the same 
material: clearly that dark passage was non-negotiable.  Yet another version, in A major, was 
created for Naples—still following the same dark passage—which is shown above in 
Example 1. 
 
[Example 4.1-4:  Don Carlos, duet Philippe – Posa, Edizione integrale, dark passage (212/2/2-
214/1/1) and two different versions of the ensuing section (214/1/2-214/3/3, and 
281/4/3-282/2/2] 
 
 In its larger outlines, the dark passage in Example 4.1 is essentially a minor-third cycle 
(an expansion of a diminished seventh) on the raised fourth degree leading to the dominant: 
it begins on an E diminished seventh; the next island of quasi-stability is a G major-minor 
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four-two, followed by a Bb major-minor four-two and a C# major-minor four-two.  
Particularly striking here is the ascending progression of seven parallel major-minor four-two 
chords, the last one leading to the arrival six-four.13  
 Further, arrival six-fours can have two different functions:  the pedestal and the 
spotlight: 
  
																																																								
13 Verdi was not to use the first parallel dominant 4/2 chords: as early as in 1849 Meyerbeer 
wrote three of these chords in parallel ascending motion in Le prophéte, Act II, Valse villageoise.  
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• Arrival - pedestal (6/4Ar-p) 
 
 There are arrival six-fours that do indeed resolve, but which postpone their 
resolutions long enough to launch a new theme, based entirely on an expansion of the six-
four, in such a way that the six-four acts like a pedestal.14  Examples of arrival six-fours 
launching pedestal themes can be seen in Example 4 above, the duet between King Philip II 
and the Marquis of Posa in Don Carlos. In the various versions of this passage, the “pedestal” 
themes that follow begin with an arrival six-four: in Bb major for the two Paris (1867) and 
Milan (1883) versions, and in A major for the Naples version. Both the Paris and Milan 
versions present the same resolution: the C# “dominant” four-two chord “resolves” to a Bb 
major six-four, as in the definitive version. But two bars later in the Paris version [Example 
4.2], another major six-four follows, on a Gb major triad: the passage ends in Eb major (in 
the Italian partimento tradition, this would be termed a ? ? ? ? cadenza doppia15). Perhaps 
Verdi felt this was too exotic, because the later Milan version [Example 4.3] has a much 
more traditional harmonic progression, although it includes a large-scale interpolated 
voice exchange on II between the six-four and its resolution (bars 4-5 of the example). 
 
• Spotlight: (6/4Ar-s) 
 
 Just as a stage director uses a spotlight to call the audience’s attention to an actor, 
																																																								
14 We are indebted to Robert Hatten for the concept of “pedestal theme” (personal 
communication, December 2012).  
15 Following Gjerdingen’s practice, the circled numerals indicate the actual bass notes 
(Gjerdingen 2007). The definition of a cadenza doppia can be found in the glossary below. See 
also Sanguinetti 2012, 105-107.  
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Verdi uses this type of arrival six-four chord to highlight a crucial element of the drama: the 
parole scenica. As we saw previously (in Example 2), one of the better known among Verdi’s 
arrival six-four chords is Aida’s cry “Vive!” [He lives!] in her duet with Amneris in the 
second act. This passage is part of the tempo d’attacco,16 a section showing a confrontation 
between the two women who are both in love with Radames. Amneris, suspicious about the 
nature of Aida’s feelings, finds a way to sound out her slave; she first pretends that Radames 
has died in battle, then, seeing Aida’s anguish, slowly reveals her that he is still alive.  
 Amneris begins her inquisition after a cadence in E minor, where the tonic of E 
minor is replaced by an inverted dominant seventh of A (minor, perhaps) stated fortissimo by 
the full orchestra (Example 2, bars 2-4). Instead of resolving, this harmony mutates into a 
diminished seventh followed by another dominant seventh, of D minor (bar 7): the 
resolution is sung by Amneris alone, who says “Radames...vive” [Radames...lives].  She is 
answered by Aida’s cry “Vive!” [He lives!] on a powerful F major arrival six-four. The bass 
moves from C (of the six-four) to a half-diminished seventh on B (bar 12), and then to the 
dominant of A minor, finally resolving to the local tonic (bars 13-14).  
 The tempo d’attacco, an element of a solita forma, is a tonally open section: even so, and 
unlike a recitative, it often includes fully developed melodic ideas and quasi-aria sections, 
within the continuously shifting tonal environment. Tonal syntax can thus still be functional, 
but only locally.  Within this limited scope, then, elements of tonal coherence such as 
cadences, linear progressions and the like can retain their efficacy. In this passage, a single 
linear progression of a fifth carries out two functions: it gives coherence to the otherwise 
																																																								
16 The tempo d’attacco is the first section of a duet according to the solita forma, a formal 
organization proper of Italian romantic opera, first described by Basevi (1859). On this 
subject see the glossary below and Powers 1987, Lamacchia 1999 and Gallarati 2009. 
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incompatible harmonies, and creates a musico-dramatic gesture reflecting the onstage action.  
 In the final written version, a linear progression of fifth does exist in this passage, 
however, the line gets transferred into the bass, which creates the six-fours (a reduction of 
this is shown in Example 5.2). The line that begins in bar 4 (“Fissami in volto” [Look at me], 
^5) continues in the tenor voice (the violas) with an ancillary third progression (E)-D-C# 
(bars 5-8): the original register is resumed in bar 8 (“vive,” ^4) and, in the same bar, the line 
continues with ^3. But this scale degree is transferred two octaves below and now lies in the 
bass voice.17 The result is Aida’s stunning arrival six-four that lasts for three bars until ^3 is 
followed by ^2, still in the bass, and with the resulting ii7 chord. Example 5.1 shows a 
hypothetical “normalized” version of Aida’s fifth progression, with the upper voice kept in 
the same register. The ^5 to ^2 progression expands a dominant harmony, with the 
interpolation of a uper neighboring note in the bass leading to a double suspension (4-5 and 
2-3) against ^2 in the penultimate bar (in harmonic terms, a predominant ii in second 
inversion leading to a dominant seventh).18  
 
[Example 5.1: Verdi, Aida, duet Amneris-Aida, hypothetical “normalized” version of the 
fifth progression] 
 
[Example 5.2: Verdi, Aida, duet Amneris-Aida, voice-leading reduction] 
																																																								
17 In order to allow the transferred upper voice to produce the arrival six-four, the “true” 
bass (now an inner voice) remains on F instead of moving to E. 
18 An alternative reading might be to hear the fifth progression entirely in he bass, 
connecting the E of the timpani in measure 3 of example 2 with the C in measure 9, via a 
implicit D in the bass of bar. 9. However, this reading would result in parallel octaves 
between the bass and the upper voice, something that is more int he style of Puccini that of 
Verdi.  
		 	 ©2015, SSN#155-50-4272 
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 The linear progression acts as a winding thread connecting elements of a complex 
passage. But it also creates a complete musico-dramatic gesture, of which the arrival six-four 
is the highpoint. Its slow, but inexorable descent across different voices and registers makes 
the arrival six-four logical and, in a way, unavoidable; but at the same time, its effect is 
shocking. Aida’s cry is her response to the increasing tension created by Amneris’s 
inquisition. Thus, this setting of the parola scenica effectively fulfills two opposing requisites of 
the drama: Aida’s reaction must be both simultaneously carefully prepared (by Amneris) and 
unexpected (by Aida), echoing the precise, seemingly contradictory qualities of the six-four. 
 
2. Wonder (6/4Wo) 
  
 “Wonder” six-fours are non-normative six-fours that are interpolated within a tonally 
stable structure, usually a I-V-I cadenza.19 In essence then, they are parenthetical. Example 6, 
from the last few moments of Otello shows the parenthetical nature of “wonder six-fours” in 
the move from E major to C major to E major.  In transformational terms, this could be 
explained as PL/LP  (it also follows a P transformation from G major to G minor.) Here, 
there is no “dark passage” just the shocking appearance of a distantly related six-four, 
highlighted with striking changes in register and dynamics. 
 In this final scene, Otello discovers that his wife Desdemona (whom he has just 
killed) was faithful after all, and he is about to commit suicide.  He cries: “Niun mi tema 
																																																								
19 In Neapolitan eighteenth century theory (in which Verdi was trained) a cadenza is the most 
basic of all tonal structures, consisting of an opening tonic, a central dominant, and a closing 
tonic.  
		 	 ©2015, SSN#155-50-4272 
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s’anco armato mi vede. Ecco la fine del mio camin. . .Oh! Gloria! Otello fu.” [Let no one 
fear me though I am armed. This is the end of my journey…Oh! Glory! Othello was.] It is 
on the word “Glory” that the six-four occurs, and which makes crystal clear—as a parola 
scenica should—Othello’s dying awareness of all he has lost.  
 
[Example 6:  Otello, Act IV, “Oh! Gloria!,” 360/2/4-360/5/3 (52105): “wonder” six-four] 
 
 In Example 7, a table of patterns in abstract form shows some typical situations in 
which wonder six-fours appear; in List 1, an inventory of examples shows the source(s) for 
each pattern in Verdi’s operas. These chords are all harmonically remote: bVI, bIII, bII on 
the flat side, and III#, VII# and VI# on the sharp side (in Example 7 they have been 
transposed to C major for ease of comparison). Each of them forms part of a cadential 
progression, or an expansion of the dominant. 
 
[Example 7:  “Wonder” Six-fours (6/4-Wo) 
[List 1: inventory of source operas] 
 
  The table in Example 7 lists fifteen cadential patterns making use of six/four chords 
on the above mentioned scale degrees. There are four cadential patterns based on bVI six-
fours; three on b III; two on b II; two using #III; and one each for b I, VII#, V and VI#.  
In pattern 1 the six-four appears on the (lowered) third of the tonic triad bass arpeggiation: 
however, the mode of the arpeggiation is not that of either the opening or the closing tonic. 
In pattern 2, a bVI six-four is interpolated between a cadential six-four and its resolution to 
the dominant triad. Pattern 3 is a variant of 2: bVI six-four acts as a “leaping” neighboring 
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chord, in such a way that three six-fours occur in succession. In pattern 4, bVI six-four is 
inserted between two occurrences of a dominant triad, as in a decoration of a half cadence. 
Patterns 5, 6, and 7 show six-fours built on bIII: in each case the bass note, Bb, is connected 
to the dominant as if it were a chord tone but, being chromatically altered, may lead to cross 
relations with one of the upper voices, as in patterns 5 and 6. In pattern 6 the bass of bIII 
six-four starts an upward arpeggiation of the bVII triad, in which each note supports a major 
triad: all three upper voices shift chromatically down in parallel motion, until the last one 
acts as a Neapolitan sixth leading to the cadential six-four. In pattern 7 the bIII six-four 
decorates the dominant chord, similarly to patterns 2 and 3.  
 
Patterns 8 and 9 use six-fours built on the ‘phrygian’ II degree. In 8 the six-four is clearly a 
nota supplente20 of (that is, it replaces) a bIV six-three chord: both the previous chord (an 
applied dominant in third inversion to IV) and the parallel octaves that arise between bass 
and tenor suggest the presence of the “correct” chord. In pattern 9, the ‘phrigian’ six-four 
starts a chain of chords whose purpose is to harmonize a descending whole-tone hexachord 
leading to a common note diminished seventh chord. 
 Patterns 10 and 11 show two instances of a six-four built on III with raised third: the 
bass of the six-fours is the leading tone of the governing key, and unfolds with the following 
bass notes to complete the dominant harmony: however, the linearized dominant harmony is 
obscured by the chords supported by the bass notes.  In 10 the bass of the six-four begins an 
upward arpeggiation of the dominant harmony from  ⑦ to ② to ⑤ in the bass; in 11 the 
																																																								
20 The concept of the nota supplente was introduced in Basevi 1862. On Basevi’s theory of 
harmony see Sanguinetti 2001.  
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same progression is shortened through the omission of ②. Pattern 12 shows a rather 
extreme case of a wonder six-four using a bI, on lovered ⑤ in the bass: here, a chromatic 
descent of all voices on a pedal point, combined with the (implicit) enharmonic 
transformation of the bass note from b ⑤ to # ④,  leads to a diminished third resolving on 
the dominant. In pattern 13 the bass of the six-four built on major VII unfolds with a 
leading tone diminished seventh in four-two position.21 Finally, In pattern 14, a rare instance 
of V six-four begins a bass arpeggiation of the triad on II with raised third; and, in pattern 
15, scale degree 3 in the bass within a tonic triad arpeggiation is harmonized with VI# six-
four and leads to a plagal cadence.  
 The variety and inventiveness of wonder six-four patterns may appear bewildering, 
but there are some interesting common features.  First, they all involve modal mixture: with 
only one exception (the V six-four), the wonder six-four grows out of an altered harmonic 
degree. Second, even if the six-four in itself is non-normative in terms of tonal syntax, its 
bass note is often part of a standard tonal pattern, albeit altered by modal mixture. For 
example, in pattern 1 the bVI six-four is non-normative, but its bass note, Eb, is part of a 
standard tonic arpeggiation, C-Eb-G. Notice in this example that the presence of the wonder 
six-four causes the chromatic inflection of ^3.   
 Third, wonder six-fours always entail chromaticism to some degree: not only is the 
chord itself often the result of modal mixture (as we have seen), but the bass motion of 
which it is part can be chromatically altered (as in patterns 1-8 and 11-13). Even when the 
bass motion remains diatonic, the six-four itself can be chromatic (as in patterns 9, 10 and 
15). And in the one case in which the six-four is diatonic (pattern 14) it is part of a 
																																																								
21 This is a chromatic version of the indugio, one of Gjerdingen’s galant schemata. See 
Gjerdingen 2007, 273-283. 
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chromatically altered arpeggiation (on II#). Therefore, chromaticism is very present, and 
often involves chromatic cross relations.  
 Lastly, many of the wonder six-fours are connected to their tonal context by 
common tones and often (but not always) they are chromatic mediants.  Sometimes they 
appear as harmonizations of chromatic or whole-tone lines, or they can be considered 
substitutions (note supplenti). 
 In Example 8, which shows the closing section of the duet between Rigoletto and 
Sparafucile, we can find each type of six-four discussed so far, including the “wonder” six-
four, compressed into the space of just nine bars. This duet— famous among opera scholars 
for having been declared by Abramo Basevi as an insolita forma (that is, not conforming to the 
standard organization of the solita forma)—is a confrontation between court jester Rigoletto 
and a professional assassin, Sparafucile, who offers his services to the troubled hunchback. 
Sparafucile pulls out his sword, and offers it to Rigoletto, who refuses, but only temporarily 
(“no…al momento” [no…for the moment]). The sinister comment by Sparafucile (“peggio 
per voi”  [too bad for you]) is answered by Rigoletto with a undecided “Chi sa?” [Who 
knows?] Then the killer states his name, which literally means “shooter.”  
 
[Example 8:  Rigoletto, duet Rigoletto-Sparafucile, various types of six-fours, 79/2/2-80/2/1 
(133058)] 
 
 In this brief passage, Verdi accommodates an arrival six-four, two wonder six-fours, 
and one cadential six-four. The 6/4-Ar (F major) follows a dark passage on Sparafucile’s 
words “Questo è il mio strumento” [This is my instrument]: the passage does not resolve 
immediately, but is quickly followed by the first 6/4-Wo on bVI (Db major). This chord, 
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after an applied dominant seventh on G, leads to the C dominant seventh resolution of the 
previous arrival six-four and finally to the tonic of F major via a pattern of descending fifths:  
Db-G-C-F. Then, a second 6/4-Wo on bIII (Ab major) sets in motion another cadential 
progression leading to a cadential six-four and resolution to F major (by way of a quasi-
cadenza doppia). 
 The two six-fours interpolated between the arrival one and its restatement (Db major 
and Ab major) each share one common tone with, and are chromatic mediants of, the tonic 
triad F major. Their unexpected appearance within a tonally stable context, however, creates 
a sense of wonder, and creates an almost supernatural effect. In this case, the bIII is 
particularly striking, occurring when the killer tells his name to Rigoletto. The short, broken 
dialogue of this pivotal scene, which sets up the series of events leading the tragic death of 
Rigoletto’s daughter, efficiently and strikingly presents the dramatic dynamics:  but it is the 
final statement of the assassin’s name that illuminates the character and qualifies it as a true 
parola scenica. 
 
3. Evasion (6/4-Ev) 
 
 This type of six-four, which was first identified by Wayne Petty, appears at a location 
where a closing tonic is due; that is, a cadence is evaded because the bass holds the dominant 
pitch. (Petty 2013)  As such, it can be confused with a dominant pedal, but the “evasion” 
six-four only occurs at the precise point at which a tonic resolution should appear. 
 In the second stanza of Fiesco’s aria “Il lacerato spirto” [the lacerated spirit] from 
Simon Boccanegra (1881 version) which is in F# major, the harmony takes a strange turn:  
Verdi moves to the tonic minor six-three (bar 5 of Example 9), via a large scale chromatic 
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voice-exchange, which then becomes aurally reinterpreted as vi6 of A major (bIII of the 
home key) when it is followed by V7 in A.  Here one would naturally expect a resolution to 
A major, but Verdi writes an A six-four instead, an example of the “evasion six-four” Even 
more striking is the immediate juxtaposition of this chord with the “true” cadential six-four 
in F# major, which then resolves normatively.  Thus, two different major six-fours follow 
each other with only a single common-tone connection (C#) and no intervening harmonies. 
The immediate result of this is local chromatic motion in the vocal line from A to A#, but 
which, if seen in a larger context that includes the voice-exchange, the vocal motion is A#-
A-A#. 
 
[Example 9: Simon Boccanegra (1881 vesion), “Il lacerato spirto”, 23/4/5-24/2/4 (473720): 
“evasion” six-four]  
 
Budden describes this passage as derivative of musical “compression”:  
 
Though it defies text-book orthodoxy there is nothing arbitrary about this procedure; 
it is the logical outcome of that compression of melodic thought that is so evident 
throughout the later Verdi—the harmonic counterpart of the three-phrase rhythmic 
structure. Everything in Fiesco’s first aria is compressed; and once again the melody 
takes its character from the end. Without that apparently unorthodox E in the bass 
the transition from the third to the final phrase could not be effected with any 
cogency; change the E to a well-mannered A and the modulation would sound too 
abrupt. The juxtaposition of the two six-fours is the only possible solution. (Budden 
1978, 41) 
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 The six-four with E in the bass is the result of retaining the bass note of the previous E 
dominant chord.  But what is the reason for this evasive substitution? Avoiding a cadence to 
bIII in the middle of a phrase, as Budden suggests, is certainly an important factor for this 
decision, but it does not fully account for its effect. A more telling motivation, in our 
opinion, could be found in the text. 
 This aria is a lament for the death of Fiesco’s daughter, Maria. For the first two lines 
of the second quatrain Fiesco speaks about his daughter Maria using the third person: in the 
last line, however, Fiesco addresses a prayer to her (even though a certain ambiguity arises 
between the character Maria and the Virgin Mary—whom Fiesco blasphemously charged 
with Maria’s death in the previous scena). Particularly incisive is the temporal juxtaposition 
of the non-normative A major six-four with the word “angeli” [angels]:  this alien chord is 
literally from another (tonal) world, just as Maria is now in heaven. Thus, the six-four lends 
the text the weight it needs to become truly a parola scenica. 
 In addition, we can look to the text for possible poetic-metrical motivations for the 
six-four. (In the following discussion, it would be useful to keep in mind that Italian syllables 
are defined only by initial consonants, no matter how many vowels follow.22) Fiesco sings his 
aria on a settenario (a seven-syllable line). The settenario, one of the most widely used verse 
forms in Italian prosody, has two main accents and one secondary accent. The two main 
accents are: the fixed, final accent (or accento comune), and the mobile accent. The fixed accent 
is on the penultimate syllable of the basic length of the verse (verso piano); the mobile accent 
can be placed on the second, or, less frequently, on the first syllable. The secondary accent 
																																																								
22 The standard work on Italian prosody and opera is Lippmann 1973-75. 
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often falls on the fourth syllable.23  
 In the second quatrain of “Il lacerato spirto” the first and second verses have the 
main mobile accent on the second syllable, while verses three and four have the accent on 
the first syllable: 
Il sèrto a lei dei martiri  (verso sdrucciolo)  
Pietòso il cielo die’…       (verso tronco) 
Résa al fulgor degli angeli  (verso sdrucciolo) 
Préga, Maria, per me.         (verso tronco) 
 
[The wreath of the martyrs / Heaven mercifully gave to her/ rendered to the 
splendor of the angels / pray, Maria, for me.] 
 
 When settenari are set in music, each verse requires two bars in the case of ternary 
meter (this type is classified by Lippmann as type IIB). Normally, the accento comune, on the 
downbeat of the second bar, becomes the hypermetrical downbeat, and the mobile accent, 
on the downbeat of the first bar, is perceived as relatively unaccented.24 In Fiesco’s aria, 
however, the hypermetrical organization of the melody is in opposition to that of the bass, 
where the downbeat of the second bar is clearly less accented than that of the first. This 
situation persists for the first two hypermeasures (four bars). The third hypermeasure begins 
with the same metrical organization as in the previous hypermeasures: the voice and the bass 
are in opposition. But the six-four on the downbeat of bar 6, removing the secondary accent 
																																																								
23 In Italian prosody, a verse may appear in three different forms: piano, tronco and sdrucciolo, 
however the basis for the computation of syllables is the piano. Accordingly, a settenario 
verse can have seven (piano), six (tronco) or eight (sdrucciolo) actual syllables. See the glossary.  
24 See William Rothstein 2011. 
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from the bass, causes also the voice to shift its downbeat to the next available position: the 
beginning of bar 7. Here, for the first time, the two hypermeters are in phase, so we have 
downbeats both in the voice and in the bass. Interestingly, we find the same situation on the 
downbeat of bar 8, so that there are two successive hypermetrical downbeats for both the 
bass and the voice in bars 7 and 8. (These accents are indicated in the example by arrows 
above the staves.) From the metrical perspective as well, then, the six-four serves to call 
attention to an essential dramatic turning point. 
  
4. Dissolving (6/4-Di) 
 
 Our last type of six-four is notable mostly for what is not present.  The term 
“dissolving” six-four, coined by Petty, denotes a cadential six-four, but one whose texture 
changes abruptly midway, so that the voice-leading can take wildly non-normative routes. A 
beautiful instance of a deceptive effect related to them can be found in the short romanza 
sung by Elisabetta to her lady companion, Countess D'Aremberg, in Don Carlo. Formally, the 
romanza is a single bar form repeated twice, consisting of three phrases: a4-a'4-b11. Phrases a4 
and a'4 are almost identical both in length and in melodic and harmonic profile, and they are 
in the minor mode; phrase b11 is much longer (three bars longer than the regular ‘b’ phrase in 
a bar form) and in the parallel major mode.	 
 The third phrase displays, in rapid succession, three six-fours: the first, on the local 
tonic of F major, in bar 7 of Example 10; the second, on an A major triad, in bar 9, and 
finally the third again on the F major triad, in bar 11. Of these, only the last one has an 
obvious cadential function. The middle six-four has no apparent relation to its context, 
although the key of A major has been touched upon in bars 3-5. The first F-major six-four 
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seems identical to the one in bar 11, although it is preceded (not followed) by the dominant 
seventh, and its metrical position is on the weak second beat. It might be logical to assume, 
therefore, that the first six-four is prolonged from bars 7 through 11, and that the material 
inside these two occurrences of the same chord constitutes a prolongation of, or an 
interpolation within, that sonority.  
 But if we label these bars as a prolongation of the two F major six-fours, we find 
ourselves at a loss for an explanation of what happens between them. As Joseph Straus has 
pointed out, “If the ‘away’ material and the type of motion towards it are virtually unrelated 
to the material departed from and returned to, then they can hardly be considered 
prolongational.” (Straus 1987, 7) In our opinion, not even the most imaginative analyst could 
find a way to consider these bars as a prolongation of a cadential six-four.25 But even if we 
consider the material an interpolation between the two F major six-fours, these chords—
though identical in pitch—sound very different because of their mismatched metrical 
positions.  
 Rather, this first F-major chord is an example of a “dissolving” six-four (6/4-Di):  in 
the tonic key, it should serve a cadential function, but its goal of resolution simply vanishes.  
First, its metrical position is delayed to a weak beat by a dominant that is held over.  But, 
more importantly, the expected five-three never comes, replaced by a diversion to the #III 
six-four.  As a result, the expectations of voice-leading are never fulfilled:  the six-four has, 
																																																								
25 A very similar situation is found in the opening phrase of Lux aeterna, in Verdi's Requiem. 
Eleven bars separate two identical six-fours: the first one is heard at the opening of the 
piece, and the second clearly belongs to the cadence. The material between the two chords, 
however, could hardly be said a prolongation of the first.  A voice-leading analysis of these 
bars is offered in Roeder 1990, 178. 
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in effect, dissolved. 
 Further, these three six-fours of differing types seem to work in conjunction with 
one another.  The A major six-four in bar 20 could be considered an arrival six-four (6/4-
Ar), with the short section that moves from the dissolving F-major six-four to Bb major, 
functioning as its dark passage. And that arrival six-four works similarly to prepare the “real” 
cadential six-four. 
 
[Example 10: Don Carlo, Elisabetta’s romanza, 200/4/3-201/4/2, Edizione integrale Act II 
in five-act versions, or Act I in the four-act version] 
 
 Example 11 shows the conclusion of the prelude to Aida (in D major), which 
demonstrates another dissolving six-four. But something else besides normative voice 
leading is missing here—words.  Is it possible, then, to make a connection to the parola scenica 
when there is no “parola”?  In this case, while there is no explicit onstage action or text to 
which this particular 6/4-Di can be connected, we would argue that the “unsung” music is 
still very dramatic indeed.  And, as noted previously, Della Seta writes that the parola scenica 
can be “made of a few words (or notes).” [emphasis added] So here, the dissolving six-four 
seems to be illustrating a dramatic situation—but one that has not yet occurred.  Without 
fording the treacherous intellectual waters of instrumental narrativity, we would simply aver 
that, by thwarting the audience’s musical expectations and bringing attention to non-
normative shifts in harmonic syntax, the six-four in this prelude becomes, quite literally, a 
curtain raiser—a foretaste of dramatic conflicts to be revealed later. 
 There is no “proper” cadential six-four at the final cadence: instead, we hear a 
powerful six-four on F# major (III#) thirteen bars before the end.  The III# six-four (in bar 
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40 of the example) is unmistakably an “arrival” one, prepared by a dark passage beginning in 
bar 36 [not shown], and underscored by forceful orchestration and dynamics. However, the 
six-four neither launches a pedestal theme, nor does it resolve in any way. It just fades out, 
while the first violins (divisi), unaccompanied and pianississimo (marked pppp), bring the 
prelude to a cadence in the correct key. The way in which the III# six-four arrives, and the 
way it leads to the cadence, is obscure: the boundaries of that sonority are blurred and 
indistinct. It stands majestically in the middle of a mysterious, musical landscape.  
 
[Example 11: Aida, prelude Act I, 3/3/1-3/5/5 (42602)]  
 
 Yet, it is possible to hear an implied cadential six-four in bar 46, the expansion of 
which, in bars 47-48, leads to the perfect authentic cadence with ^2-^1 in the upper voice in 
D major, bars 49-50. (In this case, the F# major could also support ^3.) The six-four in bar 
46 seems to be prepared by no less than three implied bass notes: B-Bb-A (shown as small 
note-heads in parentheses), producing the harmonic progression IV six-three, Fr.+6, V six-
four. When the cadential six-four arrives in bar 46, it is represented only by a single note, A, 
in the high register. Even so, there is little doubt that this second six-four is heard as a 6/4-
Ar, with the unstable harmonic material preceding it a type of dark passage.26 
 Despite the evidence given above, we make no claim that all six-fours in Verdi’s 
scores can be linked to the parola scenica, just as not all parole sceniche are accompanied by six-
																																																								
26 To imply these three bass notes may seem risky. But those same pitch classes (B-Bb-A) 
appear several times immediately after: the first instance is in bars 46-48 (upper staff), the 
second in bar 47 (lower staff) and the third between the staves (bars 48-49). The implied 
bass also helps create a connection between the dissolving and the implied cadential six-
fours: the C# in the bass of bar 40 connects to the B in bar 45, while the upper voices 
ascend chromatically in contrary motion.   
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fours. And so, perhaps including the example of the prelude to Aida is stretching the point.  
 Nevertheless, we believe to have demonstrated that, in Verdi’s musico-dramatic 
language, non-normative six-fours do tend to appear in conjunction with these essential, 
textual-dramatic ideas which, as William Weaver writes, “with Verdi […] are always made 
evident, sculpted.” (Weaver 1988) Further, we hope to have offered a glimpse of the 
inventiveness and efficacy of Verdi’s employment of the many varieties of this striking yet 
problematic chord. 
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Glossary 
accento comune – [common accent], the main accent of the Italian prosody: it is located on 
the penultimate syllable of the verso piano in all types of poetic lines.  
cadenza doppia – [double cadence], a cadence on the dominant lasting four metrical beats 
and supporting four chords: 5/3 (or 7/5/3) – 6/4 – 5/4 – 5/3.  
dark passage - the unstable material leading to the arrival six-four. 
groundswell - the climax of a “pezzo concertato” epitomized by an increase in dynamics, 
tempo, and instrumentation. 
nota supplente – [substitute note], a dissonant note without a resolution, which 
“substitutes” for the regular consonant note. The term was introduced by Basevi 1862. 
parola scenica – [dramatic word], a verbal or musical signal that makes a dramatic situation 
suddenly evident.  
pezzo concertato – [concerted piece] an ensemble movement, in which the action is usually 
suspended. 
settenario - a seven-syllable line.  In Italian prosody, poetic types are based on the number 
of syllables per line, counted by consonants only: binario (2), trisillabo (3), quaternario(4), 
quinario (5), senario (6), settenario (7), ottonario (8), novenario (9), decasillabo (10), 
endecasillabo (11).   
solita forma (dei duetti) – [the usual form (of duets)]; a term used in Basevi 1859, 191 to 
describe a normative scene structure in early to mid-nineteenth-century Italian opera.  It 
consists of the tempo d’attacco ([opening movement] tonally open but with some melodic 
development), cantabile/adagio (lyric section with a flowing melodic line), tempo di 
mezzo [middle movement, less lyrical, in which a dramatic shift normally occurs), cabaletta 
(the final section that usually demonstrates vocal agility and a faster tempo). Powers adds 
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“scena” before these, and also describes the usual form of a solo aria/cavatina (adagio, 
tempo di mezzo, cabaletta) and a central finale (a pezzo concertato usually takes the place of 
a cantabile/adagio and there is a stretta instead of a cabaletta). (Powers 1987, 69)  Rothstein 
adds that each movement type expresses a distinct formal function:  initiating (tempo 
d’attacco), provisionally conclusive (cantabile or concertato), reopening and transitional 
(tempo di mezzo), or concluding (cabaletta or stretta). (Rothstein 2012, 235)  
tinta (colorito) – [tint (coloration)] “the disposition of the notes, the use of harmony, the 
choice of instruments, etcetera, [that the composer uses to create] a type, a norm, a 
constraint to which the individual pieces, the motives, the accompaniments easily refer, from 
which results a whole.” (Basevi 1859, 114-15) 
versi doppi - [double verses], two verses of equal length on the same line, interrupted with a 
pause. 
versi lirici – [lyric verses], formal stanzas grouped symmetrically for set pieces.  
verso piano – [plain verse], a verse with the standard accent on the penultimate syllable 
verio sciolti - [free verses], a mix of endecasillabi and settenari, usually used for recitatives 
and scenas. 
verso sdrucciolo– [sliding verse], a verse with the accent on the antepenultimate syllable; 
however, its syllables are counted as if it had a standard piano ending. 
verso tronco – [truncated verse], it has the accent on the last syllable; however its syllables 
are counted as if it had a standard piano ending. 
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Abstract:  
 
 
Verdi’s operas display many non-normative six-four chords. The question for the opera 
analyst, however, is not only what occurs musically, but why it does. Is there a dramatic 
function being served by this mix of harmonic-intervallic instability? We discuss four types 
of non-normative six-fours in Verdi:  the arrival, wonder, evasion, and dissolving.  But, even 
as we individuate these types, we note that they are all similar in one regard: they are all 
linked to a crucial dramatic statement that Verdi termed la parola scenica, a textual-musical 
signal that makes a dramatic situation suddenly evident.  
  	
